is too slow as yet to make the virtual classroom stated in course reviews that using the The third way in which the WWW can ing of the concepts presented in class, and sc,ipt and the Department of Molecular and Cell Biolbe used is to supplement the conventional 88% also reported that their knowledge of ogy. university of California at Berkeley, for support.
have signaling domains that are serinethreonine kinases, phosphoprotein phosphatases, or guanylyl cyclases. In several instances, intermolecular interactions between signaling cassettes are critical to activation: Homodimer formation is clearly essential for the activity of the protein kinase that is regulated by Tar (7),and phosphorylation of one subunit of the insulin receptor by the other is critical for signaling (5).
There seems to be little specificity between sensing and catalytic domains; almost any combination works. Nature herself has produced a huge variety of pairs of signaling and sensingdomains, and researchers have added to the collection with the construction of artificial (and functional) chimeras. The sensing domain of Tar fused to the signaling domain of the human insulin receptor yields a chimeric receptor with tyrosine kinase activity regulated by aspartate (8).This versatility has supported the notion that type I receptors make use of a simple and extremelv robust mechanism for transmembrane signaling. Stimulatory ligands are thought to regulate intersubunit interactions between sensing domains at the outside surface of the membrane to control intersubunit interactions between signaling domains on the other side of the membrane. T h e simulest case would be a ligand-induced monomerdimer transition. But, at least for some recentors, this mechanism is clearly an oversimplification; insulin receptors or Tar proteins with intersubunit disulfide cross-links between sensing domains can still be regulated by stimulatory ligands. In these cases, it has been nosited that the relative orientation of monomers within a preexisting dimeric structure is responsible for signaling (1, 9).
In molecular biology, the ultimate test for any hypothesis is genetic. The two reports in this issue describe genetic studies of Tar function which demonstrate that heterodimers with one signaling domain deleted can still function normally (2). The authors asked the question, "What is the sound of one hand clapping!" by genetically deleting one hand. Amazingly, the result of this Zen-like experiment was not an imponderable silence but loud applause-a robust cellular signal. These findings call for reexamination of the basic assumption that Tar functions as a dimer. In fact, although there is ample evidence that the ligand binding domains can exist as dimers, the isolated signaling domain of Tar appears to be a loosely folded monomer. It is only when Tar monomers associate into a complex with the histidine kinase that the signaling domain assumes its functional form. Moreover, it has been shown that in cells, Tar is localized with the protein kinase and other auxiliary signal-transduction proteins in a complex or a patch that contains hundreds of receptor monomers (I 0).
What are the imulications of these results with Tar for other type I receptors? One might argue that Tar is different, and that these results are not generalizable. And it is true that Tar is unique: It has an NH,-terminal transmembrane extension that is absent in most type I receptors; it is specifically designed to solve a unique problem; and it is bacterial. But every type I receptor has its own unique structural, functional, and phylogenetic features. Nevertheless, all share with one another and with Tar the same set of mechanistic properties common to transfrom without, receptor signaling networks are also controlled by intracellular feedback and feedforward mechanisms from within. This property gives these systems a plasticity that may in part account for the functions of dramatically altered receptor variants. Perhaps, in light of these considerations, our view of type I receptors as couples waltzing freely in a lipid sea should be supplanted by a new paradigm in which the music and the motions involve a much more complex choreography. tion on neuroscience (9). As an exthe Internet and its functioning (that ample of the latter, a comprehensive is, their use of e-mail, news groups, and overview of the neurosciences is cataWeb browsers) increased (see figure) . loged on the Internet at the "Neuro-
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